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Edi wants to play with a kite,
but he doesn’t have enough
money to buy one. He reads
a book about how to make a
kite.
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Edi gets strips of wood, a
hammer, and some nails to
build his kite with.
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Edi uses his hammer and
nails to join the strips of
wood. He’s careful not
to hit his fingers with the
hammer!
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Edi makes the frame of the
kite. He knows that kites
have four triangles in their
shape.
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Edi gets paper and colored
pencils. he colors the
triangles: blue, red, yellow,
and green.
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The four triangles look
great! Then Edi uses
the hammer and nails
to connect the colored
triangles to his kite frame.
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After that, Edi makes a tail
for his kite. He cuts ribbons
to add to his kite’s tail.
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Edi’s kite is looking great
with the ribbons on the tail.
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Edi reads the book again. He
needs to tie some string to
his kite.
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Edi’s kite has a long string
attached. Now his kite is
ready to fly.
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Edi goes outside and flies his
kite! He is very happy!
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